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The Sankalpa 
Sankalpa is a Sanskrit word meaning ‘resolve’ or ‘resolution’. It is a mental 

statement, an image, or sensation that reflects your purpose in life rather 

than your intentions and desires. 

The sankalpa is a yogic tool to help evoke positive changes in your life by 

strengthening the mind. 

Your sankalpa is derived from an understanding of who you are. It is a vow that 

resonates deeply within you. It can take time for your true sankalpa to emerge; 

your first ideas might change a little or even a lot. 

Generally, the sankalpa takes the form of a short, simple, positive statement along 

the lines of ‘I am’ instead of ‘I will’ or ‘I want’. Repeating the sankalpa to yourself 

will help strengthen your resolve. It is most effective when your mind is calm and 

quiet, and most receptive to suggestion. 

In a yoga nidra practice, the sankalpa is repeated near the beginning and the end 

of the practice. The sankalpa at the beginning is like planting a seed in a garden; 

the sankalpa at the end is the watering of that seed. 

You can also implement the sankalpa in your life by repeating it just after you 

wake up or before going to sleep, at the beginning and end of a meditation, or 

during the relaxation at the end of a physical yoga session. 

“When sankalpa becomes the directing force, everything you do in life becomes 

successful”. Sw. Satyananda 
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